FAQ

How far away is the Rioclar campsite from Barcelonnette and its facilities?
Only 7 minutes by car from Barcelonnette, you will find all the necessary amenities (supermarkets, shops,
medical centre, hospital etc...).
Can we add an extra tent on the pitch?
Yes, it is possible to pitch an extra tent (optional) next to the mobile home or chalet to create an additional
bedroom.
Does the Rioclar Campsite accept animals?
No problem at Camping Rioclar, we accept and love pets!
By choosing our campsite, you can enjoy the wide open spaces with 8 hectares.
hectares
In order to preserve the stay of all our campers, we ask you to respect a few rules:
- Keep your dog on a leash so that he doesn't wander around the campsite alone.
- Remember to bring your dog's health record.
- Pick up all the droppings to keep the campsite clean.
Are barbecues allowed?
Yes, both gas and electric barbecues are allowed. However, charcoal barbecues are not allowed for safety
reasons.
Are the blankets provided in the rental units ?
Yes, blankets and pillows are always provided in the rental units (chalets, mobile homes, caravans, lodge
tents).
Are ANCV holiday vouchers accepted ?
Yes, ANCV holiday vouchers are accepted.
Is the campsite VACAF approved?
Yes, to book your VACAF stay, nothing could be simpler, make your reservation by giving us your VACAF
number and the department of your CAF.
What are the times for possible arrival and departure at Rioclar?
For rental units, arrival is from 4 pm and for camping pitches, arrival is from midday. We would request that
you kindly advise the camping village if you anticipate arriving late (after 7 pm )
Departure must be before 11 am
m for rental units and before 12 am for camping pitches.
Is the campsite accessible to people with reduced mobility?
The campsite is partially accessible for disabled people. For more information, please feel free to contact
the reception.
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